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### WORKSHOPS

#### MONDAY, 23 February

**09:30–10:00**  
**Welcome:** David ATCHOARENA, UNESCO & Patience STEPHENS, UN Women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROOM I</th>
<th>MORNING WORKSHOPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 10:00–13:00 | ROOM I – Findings of international technology-for-education landscape reviews, and moving the field forward for collecting evidence of ‘what works’  
Anthony BLOOME  
ROOM II – Using technology and project-based learning to encourage women to pursue STEM careers  
Fengyun CHENG, Chris MEEHAN  
ROOM IV – Me and my mobile: Sure and secure  
Jennifer RADLOFF, Valentina PELLIZZER  
ROOM VI – Inspiring girls through games and coding: A hands-on exploration  
Kari STUBBS, Katya HOTT  
ROOM VIII – Using digital storytelling as a strategic tool in an educational and social context. Learning the basics for telling inspiring stories  
Bart VETSUYPENS  
ROOM IX – Using collaboration to empower women and girls in science and technology education  
Karen PETERSON |
| 11:15–11:45 | Coffee break |
| 13:00–14:30 | LUNCH BREAK |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROOM I</th>
<th>AFTERNOON WORKSHOPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 14:30–17:30 | ROOM I – Planning, implementing and evaluating the use of mobile devices through learning expeditions and scenarios  
Norbert PACHLER, Ben BACHMAIR, Anna-Kaarina KAIRAMO, Miko LAAKSO, Judith SEIPOLD, Thomas STRASSER, Carlos GONZÁLEZ-SANCHO  
ROOM II – Ebola: Using Bluetooth to reach Sierra Leone’s rural women and girls with news and information  
Alinah KALLON, Sharon BYLENGA  
ROOM IV – Empowering women and girls in rural areas through mobile learning and communication: The cases of Costa Rica and India  
Kemly CAMACHO, Krutiben LAHERU, Latabahen SACHDE  
ROOM VI – Design, development and implementation of gender-sensitive mobile apps and learning projects: Two mini-workshops  
Julie EVANS, Christelle SCHARFF  
ROOM VIII – Inclusion by mobile: Seniors, youth and the city. Elderly migrant women living alone co-design mobile solutions with students.  
Arianna MAZZEO  
ROOM IX – Oh My Body: Easy, private access to intimate SRHR subjects for girls  
Merel VAN DER WOUDE |
| 15:45–16:15 | Coffee break |
| 17:30–18:00 | Wrap-up: Mark WEST, UNESCO & Jennifer BRESLIN, UN Women |

---

#### SPEAKERS

- **Anthony BLOOME**  
  USAID

- **Fengyun CHENG**  
  Beijing Royal School

- **Chris MEEHAN**

- **Jennifer RADLOFF**  
  Association for Progressive Communications

- **Valentina PELLIZZER**

- **Kari STUBBS**  
  BrainPOP

- **Katya HOTT**

- **Bart VETSUYPENS**  
  Comundos

- **Karen PETERSON**  
  National Girls Collaborative Project

- **Norbert PACHLER**  
  UCL Institute of Education

- **Ben BACHMAIR**

- **Julie EVANS**  
  Project Tomorrow

- **Christelle SCHARFF**  
  Pace University

- **Arianna MAZZEO**

- **Merel VAN DER WOUDE**  
  Butterfly Works

- **Alinah KALLON**  
  Media Matters for Women

- **Sharon BYLENGA**

- **Kemly CAMACHO**  
  Sulá Batsú

- **Krutiben LAHERU**  
  Kutch Mahila Vikas Sangathan

- **Latabahen SACHDE**

- **Anna-Kaarina KAIRAMO**

- **Miko LAAKSO**  
  Aalto University

- **Thomas STRASSER**  
  Pädagogische Hochschule Wien

- **Carlos GONZÁLEZ-SANCHO**  
  OECD

- **Judith SEIPOLD**  
  London Mobile Learning Group
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- **Karen PETERSON**  
  National Girls Collaborative Project

- **Norbert PACHLER**  
  UCL Institute of Education

- **Ben BACHMAIR**

- **Julie EVANS**  
  Project Tomorrow

- **Christelle SCHARFF**  
  Pace University

- **Arianna MAZZEO**

- **Merel VAN DER WOUDE**  
  Butterfly Works